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I. POLICY ON SITE SAFETY 

The City of New York Department of Design and Construction (DDC) is committed to a policy of injury and illness 

prevention and risk management for construction work that will ensure the safety and health of the workers engaged 

in the projects and the protection of the general public. Therefore, it is DDC’s policy that work carried out by 

Contractors on DDC contracts must, at a minimum, comply with the most current versions of all applicable federal, 

state and city laws, rules, and regulations, including without limitation:  

� Code of Federal Regulations, Title 29, Part 1926 (29 CFR 1926) and applicable Sub-parts of Part 1910 – U.S. 

Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA);  

� Federal Highway Administration – Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD); 

� New York Codes, Rules and Regulations (NYCRR), Title 12, Part 23 – Protection in Construction, Demolition 

and Excavation Operations; 

� New York Codes, Rules and Regulations (NYCRR), Title 16, Part 753 – Protection of Underground Facilities; 

� New York City Administrative Code, Title 28 – New York City Construction Codes; 

� Rules of the City of New York, Title 15, Chapter 13 – Rules Pertaining To the Prevention of the Emission of 

Dust from Construction Related Activities; 

� Rules of the City of New York, Title 15, Chapter 28 – Citywide Construction Noise Mitigation; 

� Rules of the City of New York, Title 34 Chapter 2 – NYCDOT Highway Rules. 

The Contractor will be required to comply with all new and/or revised federal, state and city laws, rules, and 

regulations, issued during the course of the project, at the expense of the Contractor without any additional costs to 

the DDC. 

 

II. PURPOSE 

The purpose of this policy is to ensure that Contractors perform their work and supervise their employees in 

accordance with all applicable federal, state and city rules and regulations.  Further, Contractors will be expected to 

minimize or eliminate jobsite and public hazards, through a planning, inspection, auditing and corrective action 

process.  The goal is to control risks so that injuries, illnesses, and accidents to contractors’ employees, DDC 

employees and the general public, as well as damage to city-owned and private property, are reduced to the lowest 

level feasible. 

 

III. DEFINITIONS  

Agency Chief Contracting Officer (ACCO):  The ACCO will mean the person delegated authority by the 

Commissioner to organize and supervise the procurement activity of subordinate Agency staff in conjunction with the 

City Chief Procurement Officer (CCPO). 

 Competent Person:  As defined by OSHA, an individual who is capable of identifying existing and predictable 

hazards in the surroundings or working conditions that are unsanitary, hazardous, or dangerous to employees or the 

general public, and who has authorization to take prompt corrective measures to eliminate them. This individual will 

have completed, at a minimum an authorized 30-hour OSHA Construction Safety Course. The Contractor may be 

required to provide more than one competent person due to construction operations and based on the number of active 

work sites. 

Construction Safety Auditor:  A representative of the Construction Safety Unit who provides inspection and 

assessment services to enhance health and safety on all DDC construction projects. The activities of the Construction 

Safety Auditor include performing site audits, reviewing safety plans, reviewing construction permits, drawings, 

verifying Contractor’s compliance with applicable federal, state and city laws, rules, regulations, and DDC Contract 

Safety Requirements, etc. and rendering technical advice and assistance to DDC Resident Engineers and Project 

Managers.  
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Construction Safety Unit:  A unit of DDC Safety and Site Support that assesses contractor’s safety on DDC jobsites 

and advises responsible parties of needed corrective actions.   

Registered Construction Superintendent: For certain projects, as defined in New York City Construction Codes – 

Title 28, the contractor will provide a Construction Superintendent registered with the NYC Department of Buildings 

and responsible for all duties as defined in Chapter 33 of Title 1 of the Rules of the City of New York.  

Contractor:  For purposes of these Safety Requirements, the term “Contractor” will mean any person or entity that 

enters into a contract for the performance of construction work on a DDC project.  The term “Contractor” will include 

any person or entity which enters into any of the following types of contracts: (1) a prime construction contract for a 

specific project, (2) a prime construction contract using the Job Order Contracting System (“JOCS Contract”), and (3) 

a subcontract with a CM/Builder (“First Tier Subcontract”).     

Daily Safety Job Briefing:  Daily jobsite safety briefings, given to all jobsite personnel at project site by the 

Contractor before work begins and/or if hazards or potential hazards are discovered while working, with the purpose 

of discussing the scheduled activities for the day, the hazards related to these activities, activity specific safety 

procedures, and Job Hazard Analysis associated with the scheduled construction work. Daily jobsite briefings will be 

documented, available at the jobsite, and will include at a minimum, topics, name and signature of the person 

conducting the briefing session, names and signatures of attendants, name of the designated competent person, 

contactor’s name, DDC Project ID, date, time, and location. 

Director - Construction Safety:  Responsible for the operations of the Construction Safety Unit and the DDC Site 

Safety management programs. 

Job Hazard Analysis (JHA):  A process of identifying the major job tasks and any potential site-specific hazards that 

may be present during construction and establishing the means and methods to eliminate or control those hazards. A 

JHA will be documented, available at the jobsite and will include at a minimum work tasks, being performed, 

identified hazards, control methods for the identified hazards, contractor’s name, DDC Project ID, location, date, name 

and signature of certifying person. A JHA is a living document that will be re-evaluated and revised to address new 

hazards and tasks that may develop and will be present at the worksite and produced upon request.  

Qualified Person:  As defined by OSHA, an individual who, by possession of a recognized degree, certificate, license, 

or professional standing, or who by extensive knowledge, training, and experience, has successfully demonstrated his 

or her ability to solve problems relating to the subject matter, the work, or the project. Qualified Persons are required 

under regulation to address issues pertaining, but without limit, to fall protection, scaffold design, maintenance and 

protection of traffic, and excavation protective system, among others. 

Project Site: Those areas indicated in the Contract Documents where the Work is to be performed. 

Project Safety Representative: The designated Project Safety Representative will have at a minimum an OSHA 

30-hour Construction Safety Course and other safety training applicable to Contractor’s/subcontractor’s project 

work. This individual will be responsible to oversee safety performance of the required construction work, conduct 

documented daily safety inspections, and implement corrective actions to maintain a safe work site.  The Project 

Safety Representative must have sufficient experience and skills necessary to thoroughly understand the health and 

safety hazards and controls and must have authority to undertake corrective actions.  A dedicated full-time Project 

Safety Representative may be required on large projects and projects deemed by DDC to be particularly high risk. 

DDC reserves the right to request a dedicated full-time Project Safety Representative for any reason at any time 

during the course of the project at the expense of the Contractor without any additional costs to the DDC. The full-

time Project Safety Representative will be present at the site during all work activities. 

Resident Engineer (“RE”):  Representative of the Commissioner duly designated by the Commissioner to be his/her 

representative at the site of the work. The RE may be a consultant retained by DDC, including a Construction 

Management (CM) or Resident Engineer Inspection (REI) firm. If DDC has retained a CM, REI or other consultant 

firm to perform management and oversite for the Project (e.g., CM-Builder, CM-Design-Builder, Project Manager, 

Program Manager), that CM, REI or other consultant is the Resident Engineer for purposes of these Safety 

Requirements. 
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Safety Questionnaire:  Used by DDC to evaluate Contractor’s current and past safety performance. It is required to 

be completed by all Contractors initially when submitting bids for Construction work, or when being pre-qualified  

and updated annually or as requested by the DDC.  

Site Safety Manager: For certain projects, as defined in New York City Construction Codes – Title 28, the Contractor 

will provide a Site Safety Manager with a Site Safety Manager License issued by the New York City Department of 

Building. 

Site Safety Plan:  A site-specific safety plan developed by the Contractor for a DDC project. The Site Safety Plan 

will identify hazards associated with the project work and include project specific safety procedures and training 

appropriate and necessary to complete the work. The Site Safety Plan will be submitted within 30 days from the Award 

Date or as otherwise directed and is subject to review and acceptance by the Construction Safety Unit prior to the 

commencement of work at the site.        

Unsafe or Unhealthy Condition:  A condition that could be potentially hazardous to the health and safety of personnel 

or the public, and/or damaging to equipment, machinery, property, or the environment.  

Weekly Safety Meetings:  Weekly jobsite safety meetings, given to all jobsite personnel by Contractor, with the 

purpose of discussing general safety topics and job specific requirements encountered at the DDC work site. Weekly 

safety meetings will be documented and will include at a minimum, topics, name and signature of the person 

conducting the meeting, names and signatures of attendees, contractor’s name, DDC Project ID, date, and location. 

Work: The construction required by the Contractor’s Contract Documents whether completed or partially 

completed, performed by the Contractor/ subcontractors. Work refers to the furnishing of labor, furnishing and 

incorporating materials and equipment into the construction and providing any service required by the Contract 

Documents to fulfill the Contractor’s obligation to complete the Project. 

 

IV. RESPONSIBILITIES 

All persons who manage, perform, and provide support for construction projects will conduct operations in compliance 

with the requirements identified in this Policy and all applicable governing regulatory agency requirements and 

guidelines pertaining to safety in construction.  

A. Resident Engineer 

1. Review and facilitate Contractor(s) Site Safety Plan submittals to DDC for acceptability. 

2. Notify the Construction Safety Unit of the commencement of construction work.  

3. Develop and implement a training verification process to ensure that all CM/REI, consultant, Contractor, 

and subcontractor employees are properly trained. Maintain all applicable initial and refresher training 

records and assures documentation availability on site. 

4. Maintain documentation of and attend weekly safety meetings and daily safety job briefings. 

5. Assure that Contractor(s) JHA’s are current to reflect the work tasks being performed, hazards, and control 

methods to mitigate the identified hazards. Verify that all employees at the job site are trained on the JHAs 

and maintain supporting documentation on site. 

6. Assure adequate planning for all critical construction activities (crane operation, excavation, confined space 

entry, etc.) including coordination between Contractor(s) /DDC/ other Agencies as required. 

7. Maintain custody of all construction related permits, plans, approvals, drawings, etc., related to the project 

and assure their availability on site. 

8. Recognize, minimize, or eliminate jobsite and public hazards, through required planning, inspection, 

verification, and corrective action process.  

9. Monitor the conditions at the site for conformance with the Contractor’s Site Safety Plan, DDC policies, 

permits, and all applicable regulations and documentation that pertain to construction safety.  

10. Notify the Contractor and DDC immediately upon determination of any condition or activity existing which 

is not in compliance with the Contractor’s Site Safety Plan, applicable federal, state or local codes or any 

condition that presents a potential risk of injury to the public or workers or possible damage to property. 

Direct the Contractor to provide such labor, materials, equipment, and supervision to remedy such conditions. 
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11. Notify the Construction Safety Unit and the ACCO’s Insurance and Risk Management Unit of project-related 

accidents, incidents, and near misses as per DDC’s Construction Safety Emergency and Accident 

Notification and Response Procedure within two (2) hours. 

12. In case of an accident, incident, or near miss, RE is responsible to protect the integrity of the accident site 

including but not limited to: the safeguarding of all evidence, documentation of all personnel on site at the 

time of the accident, gather facts related to all accidents, incidents, or near miss, and prepare required DDC 

Construction Accident Report as per DDC’s Construction Safety Emergency and Accident Notification and 

Response Procedure. Maintain all records pertaining to accidents, incidents, and near miss and have them 

available upon request.  

13. Notify the Construction Safety Unit within two (2) hours of the start of an inspection by any outside/ 

regulatory agency personnel, including NYS, OSHA, NYC DOB or any other City/State/Federal oversight 

entity and forward a copy of the inspection report within one business day of its receipt. 

14. Escort and assist Construction Safety Auditors during all field and record audits. 

15. Report any emergency conditions to the Construction Safety Unit immediately. 

Note: In addition to the responsibilities listed above, if the Resident Engineer is a CM/REI or other non-City 

party hired by the City to manage the Project, the Resident Engineer is also required to do the following: 

16. Provide personnel who are certified and or trained appropriately for the requirements of the project.  

17. Perform an investigation for any project-related accidents, incidents, and near misses. Within 24-hours of the 

time of the accident, incident, or near miss, the CM/REI will submit an investigation report to the 

Construction Safety Unit. Such report will include proposed remedial measures and implementation of 

corrective actions to prevent recurrence.  

DDC reserves the right to request that the CM/REI replace any CM/REI personnel for any reason at any time 

during the project. 

B. Construction Contractors 

Note: For CM-Build and CM-Design-Build Projects, the CM will meet all requirements listed in this 

section, as well as the Resident Engineer section above.  

1. Submit a completed Safety Questionnaire and other safety performance related documentation with its bid or 

as part of a pre-qualification package.  

2. Submit a Site Safety Plan within 30 days from the Award Date or as otherwise directed.  The Site Safety Plan 

is subject to review and acceptance by the Construction Safety Unit prior to the commencement of work at 

the site. The Site Safety Plan will be revised and updated as necessary during the course of the project.  

3. Designate and identify a Project Safety Representative in the Site Safety Plan. The Contractor will 

immediately notify the Construction Safety Unit, in a form and manner acceptable to the Construction Safety 

Unit, of any permanent change to the designated Project Safety Representative. In the event the primary 

designated Project Safety Representative is temporary unable to perform his or her duties, an alternate Project 

Safety Representative will be provided.    Resumes, outlining the qualification and experience for the Project 

Safety Representative (s) will be included in the Site Safety Plan and available upon request. DDC reserves 

the right to request the Contractor to replace a Project Safety Representative for any reason at any time during 

the course of the project. 

4. Designate and identify a Competent Person(s) in the Site Safety Plan. Contractor/subcontractor may be 

required to provide more than one competent person due to construction operations and based on a number of 

work tasks/areas. DDC reserves the right to request the Contractor to replace a Competent Person or provide 

additional Competent Person(s) for any reason at any time during the course of the project. The Competent 

Person will be present at the site during all work activities. 

5. For certain projects, as defined in New York City Construction Codes – Title 28, designate and identify the 

Licensed Site Safety Manager or Registered Construction Superintendent. Resumes, outlining the 

qualification and experience for the Licensed Site Safety Manager or Registered Construction Superintendent 

will be included in the Site Safety Plan and available upon request. The Contractor will immediately notify 

the Construction Safety Unit, in a form and manner acceptable to the Construction Safety Unit, of any 

permanent change to the designated Site Safety Manager and/or Construction Superintendent. In the event the 

primary designated Site Safety Manager or Construction Superintendent is temporarily unable to perform his  
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or her duties, an alternate Licensed Site Safety Manager and/or Registered Construction Superintendent will 

be provided. The Construction Safety Unit must be informed of such change. DDC reserves the right to 

request the Contractor to replace Site Safety Manager or Construction Superintendent for any reason at any 

time during the course of the project. 

6. Develop a written Job Hazard Analysis (JHA) that identifies safety hazards and control methods for project 

specific work tasks. A preliminary JHA will be included in the Site Safety Plan submitted by the Contractor. 

A JHA is a living document that will be re-evaluated and revised to address new hazards and tasks that may 

develop during the course of the project and will be present at the worksite and produced upon request.  

7. Develop project specific safety procedures to protect employees, general public, and property during all 

construction activities for the duration of the project.  

8. Ensure that all employees are aware of the hazards associated with the project through documented formal 

and informal training and/or other communications. Conduct and document new employee and site-specific 

safety orientation for all Contractor and subcontractor personnel to review the hazards associated with the 

project as identified in the Site Safety Plan and the specific safety procedures and controls that will be used to 

protect workers, the general public and property.  The Project Safety Representative will conduct this training 

prior to mobilization and if necessary during the course of the project. Documentation will be provided to the 

RE.   

9. Prior to performing any work on DDC project all Contractor’s and subcontractor’s employees will have 

successfully completed, within the previous five calendar years, an OSHA 10-hour construction safety course. 

All training records (OSHA 10-hour, flagger, scaffold, fall protection, confined space, etc.) will be 

provided to the RE prior to mobilization, included in the Site Safety Plan, kept current during the course of 

the project, and available for review.  

10. Conduct and document weekly safety meetings and daily job briefing sessions for the duration of the project.  

Attendance at weekly safety meetings and daily job briefing sessions is mandatory. A written record of 

weekly safety meetings will be available upon request and job briefing sessions will be available at the 

worksite. 

11. As part of the Site Safety Plan, prepare site specific procedures, such as maintenance and protection of traffic 

plan, steel erection plan, confined space program, fall protection plan, demolition plan, site specific 

emergency evacuation plan, etc. (if not otherwise provided in the contract documents) and comply with all of 

its provisions. 

12. Have immediately available for review at the project site where actual construction activities are being 

performed all applicable documentation, including but not limited to: JHAs for work tasks being performed, 

all required training records, MPT plan (where applicable), Noise and Dust Mitigation Plans, excavation 

protective system drawings (where applicable), Emergency Evacuation plan, fall protection program (where 

applicable), confined space program (where applicable), all required permits, daily job briefing records, all 

required documentation for crane operation (where applicable), daily inspection checklist, scaffold and 

sidewalk drawings (when applicable), safety data sheets for chemicals in use.  

13. Comply with all federal, state and local safety and health rules, laws, and regulations. 

14. Comply with all provisions of the Site Safety Plan. 

15. Provide, replace, and adequately maintain at or around the project site, suitable and sufficient signage, lights, 

barricades and enclosures (fences, sidewalk sheds, netting, bracing, etc.). The project specific MPT plan will 

be developed, implemented, and reviewed during the course of the project.  

16. The Project Safety Representative will conduct daily safety inspections, document the inspection results, 

implement corrective actions for the identified hazards. Maintain the inspection records and have them 

available upon request.  

17. Report unsafe or unhealthy conditions to the RE as soon as practical, but no more than 24 hours after 

discovery, and take prompt actions to remove or abate such conditions. Should an imminent dangerous 

condition be discovered, Contractor will stop all work in the area of danger until corrections are made.  

18. Report all accidents, incidents and near misses involving injuries to workers or the general public, as well as 

property damage, to the RE within one (1) hour.  

19. Following an accident or incident, unless otherwise directed, the Contractor will not remove or alter any 

equipment, structure, material, or evidence related to the accident or incident. Exception: Immediate 

emergency procedures taken to secure structures, temporary construction, operations, or equipment that pose 

a continued imminent danger or facilitate assistance for persons who are trapped or who have sustained 
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bodily injury. Take additional measures as necessary to secure the accident or incident site and to protect 

against any further injury or property damage.  

20. The Contractor will perform an investigation into the root cause of the accident, incident, or near miss. Within 

24 hours of an accident, incident, or near miss, the Contractor will prepare and submit to the RE a written 

investigation report detailing findings, corrective actions, and hazard mitigation implementation to prevent 

recurrence. 

21. Notify the RE within two (2) hours of the start of an inspection by any outside regulatory agency personnel, 

including OSHA, NYC DOB, or others.  

22. Maintain all records pertaining to all required safety compliance documents, accidents and incidents reports. 

DDC reserves the right to request copy of any records pertaining to the safety of the project and required by 

DDC and other federal, state, and city agencies, including but not limited to permits, training records, safety 

inspection records, drawings, equipment records, etc.  

23. Cooperate with DDC Construction Safety Unit/ RE and address DDC recommendations on safety, which will 

in no way relieve the Contractor of its responsibilities for safety on the project. The Contractor has sole 

responsibility for safety. 

 

V. SAFETY QUESTIONNAIRE 

DDC requires that all Contractors provide information regarding their current and past safety performance and 

programs. This will be accomplished by the use of the DDC Safety Questionnaire.  As a part of the bid submittal 

package, the contractor will submit a completed DDC Safety Questionnaire listing company workers’ compensation 

experience modification rating and OSHA Incident Rates for the three (3) years prior to the date of the bid opening.  

DDC may request a Contractor to update its Questionnaire at any time or to provide more detailed information.  The 

Contractor will provide the requested information within 15 days. 

The following criteria will be used by DDC in reviewing the Contractor’s responsibility, which will be based on the 

information provided on the questionnaire: 

Criteria 1: OSHA Injury and Illness Rates (I&IR) are no greater than the average for the industry (based on the 

most current Bureau of Labor Statistics data for the Contractors SIC code); and 

Criteria 2: Insurance workers compensation Experience Modification Rate (EMR) equal to or less than 1.0; and 

Criteria 3: Any willful violations issued by OSHA or NYC DOB within the last three (3) years; and 

Criteria 4: A fatality (worker or member of public) and injuries, requiring OSHA notification, experienced on or 

near Contractor’s worksite within the last three (3) years; and 

Criteria 5: Past safety performance on DDC projects (accidents; status of site safety plan submittals; etc.) 

Criteria 6: OSHA violation history for the last three (3) years; 

Criteria 7: Contractor will provide OSHA Injury and Illness Records (currently OSHA 300 and 300A Logs) for 

the last three (3) years. 

If the Contractor fails to meet the basic criteria listed above, the Construction Safety Unit may request, through the 

ACCO, more details concerning the Contractor’s safety experience.  DDC may request the Contractor to provide 

copies of, among other things, accident investigation reports, OSHA records, OSHA and NYC DOB citations, EPA 

citations and written corrective action plan.  

 

 VI. SITE SAFETY PLAN 

Within thirty (30) days from the Award Date or as otherwise directed, the Contractor will submit the Site Safety 

Plan. The Site Safety Plan will identify project work scope, safety hazards associated with the project tasks, and 

include specific safety procedures and training appropriate and necessary to complete the work. The Site Safety Plan 

is subject to review and acceptance by the Construction Safety Unit prior to the commencement of work at the site. 

Due to the project work scope and project duration, the Construction Safety Unit may grant a conditional acceptance  
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for a Site Safety Plan without all sections being complete. In a case of a “Conditional Acceptance” of a Site Safety 

Plan, the Contractor will provide the remaining sections previously incomplete and/or not submitted for review and 

acceptance by the Construction Safety Unit prior to the commencement of the construction activities.  The 

Construction Safety Unit reserves the right to withdraw the initial “Conditional Acceptance” if the Contractor fails 

to provide the remaining sections of a Site Safety Plan. Failure by the Contractor to submit an acceptable Site Safety 

Plan will be grounds for default.       

Site Safety Plan requirements: The Site Safety Plan will be a written document and will apply to all project specific 

Contractor and subcontractor operations, and will have at a minimum, the following elements with each described in 

a separate section (It may be necessary to modify the basic format for certain unique or high-risk projects, such as 

tunnels or high-rise construction). All Site Safety Plan sections will be numbered in the order listed below. For 

sections, which are not applicable for the type of the work being performed by the Contractor on DDC project, the 

Contractor will in writing indicate “Not applicable based on the project work scope.” The Site Safety Plan will 

include Contractor’s name, DDC project ID, project location (s), and development and revision dates. The Site 

Safety Plan will include the sections, attachments, and appendixes provided in the Site Safety Plan. All pages of the 

Site Safety Plan will be numbered.  

1. Project Work Scope – Detailed information regarding work tasks that will be performed by Contractor and 

subcontractors under the project. 

2. Responsibility and Organization – Contractor’s organization chart with responsible personnel for the project, 

including titles, names, contact information, roles, and responsibilities.  All Contractor’s personnel required 

by the DDC Safety Requirements will be identified. 

3. Safety Training and Education – OSHA 10 Hours training, requirements for daily safety briefings and weekly 

safety meetings, any work task specific training, responsible staff for implementation of training program for 

the project.  

4. Job Hazard Analysis (JHA) – Project specific Job Hazard Analysis including work tasks, identified hazards, 

hazard control methods (administrative, engineering, PPE) to protect workers, property and general public, 

Contractor’s name, project id, location, name and signature of a certifying person, hazard assessment date. 

5. Protection of Public – Project specific procedures covering safety of the general public during all project 

construction activities.  

6. Hazard Corrective Actions - Procedures for hazard identification, including responsible person(s), frequency 

of safety inspections, implementation of corrective actions, safety inspection checklist.  

7. Accident/Exposure Investigation – Project specific procedures for accident/incident/near miss investigation 

and implementation of corrective actions. Accident/incident/near miss notification procedure of DDC project 

staff (timer frame and responsible personnel). 

8. Recording and Reporting Injuries – Procedures to meet 29 CFR 1904 requirements. 

9. First Aid and Medical Attention – Responsible staff, location and inspection of First Aid kit, directions to 

local hospitals; emergency telephone numbers. 

10. Project Specific Fire Protection and Prevention Program – Project specific procedures, including responsible 

staff, fire alarm system/methods, hot work procedures, etc. 

11. Housekeeping Procedure. 

12. Project Specific Illumination Procedure. 

13. Project Specific Sanitation Procedure.   

14. Personal Protective Equipment (PPE), including Respiratory Protection Program and Hearing Conservation 

Program, if required. 

15. Hazard Communication Program – Contractor’s Hazard Communication Program, responsible staff; training; 

SDS records, project specific list of chemicals; location of the program and SDS records.  

16. Means of Egress – Information regarding free and unobstructed egress from all parts of the building or 

structure; exit marking; maintenance of means of egress, etc. 

17. Employee Emergency Action Plan – Project specific: responsible staff, emergency alarm system/devices, 

evacuation procedure, procedure to account for employees after evacuation, etc. 

18. Evacuation Plan – Project specific evacuation plan (drawing/scheme) with exists and evacuation routes. 

19. Ionizing/Nonionizing Radiation – Competent person, license and qualification requirements, type of 

radiation, employee’s exposure and protection, safety procedures, etc. 
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20. Material Handling, Storage, Use and Disposal – Project specific information regarding material storage, 

disposal, and handling: procedures, plan/drawings, etc. 

21. Signs, Signals, and Barricades – Use of danger/warning signs, safety instruction signs, sidewalk closure and 

pedestrian fencing and barricades (if not included in the MPT plan), etc. 

22. Tools – Hand and Power – Safety procedures for the type of tools to be used.  

23. Scaffold – Project specific scaffold types, procedures, training requirements, scaffold drawings, designed, 

sealed, and signed by NYS Licensed Professional Engineer, or as otherwise directed; competent person, 

criteria for project specific scaffold, falling object protection, procedures for aerial lifts/scissor lifts. 

24. Welding and Cutting – Project specific procedure for welding and cutting, including all necessary safety 

requirements such as fire prevention, personal protective equipment, hot work permits (if not covered by 

Contractor’s Fire Prevention and Protection program, FDNY certificate requirements). 

25. Electrical Safety – Project specific procedures, including lock out-tag out.  

26. Fall Protection – Project specific information regarding selected fall protection systems, fall protection plan, 

responsible staff.  

27. Cranes, Derrick, Hoists, Elevators, Conveyors – project specific equipment information including type,  

rated load capacity, manufacture specification requirements, competent person, exposure to falling load, 

inspection, recordkeeping, clearance requirements, communication procedure, ground lines, permits. 

28. Excavation Safety – Competent person; excavation procedures; project specific protective system, including 

drawings, designed, sealed, and signed by NYS Licensed Professional Engineer, or as otherwise directed. 

29. Protection of Underground Facilities and Utilities Procedure, including responsible staff and responsibilities.  

30. Concrete and Masonry Construction Procedures 

31. Maintenance and Protection of Traffic Plan – Project specific MPT plan, designed, sealed, and signed by 

NYS Licensed Professional Engineer, or as otherwise directed; flagmen training, public safety, etc.    

32. Steel Erection – Site specific erection plan, requirements for applicable written notifications, competent 

person, fall protection plan, training requirements, etc. 

33. Demolition – Engineering survey, including written evidence, disconnection of all effected utilities, 

identification of all hazardous chemicals, materials, gases, etc., floor openings, chutes, inspection and 

maintenance of all stairs/passageways, removal of materials/debris/structural elements, lock out/tag out, 

competent person. 

34. Blasting and the Use of Explosives – Project specific safety procedures, warning signs, training/qualification, 

transportation, storage and use of explosives, inspection. 

35. Stairways and Ladders – Types of stairs and ladders, safety procedures, training requirements.  

36. Alcohol and Drug Abuse Policy 

37. Rodents and Vermin Controls 

38. Toxic and Hazardous Substances – Safety procedures for substances that Contractor’s and subcontractor’s 

employees can be exposed on project.  

39. Noise Mitigation Plan – Completed project specific Noise Mitigation Plan, and noise mitigation procedures. 

40. Confined Space Program – Project specific Confined Space Program, responsible staff, training records, 

equipment information, rescue procedure, list of project specific confined spaces, forms. 

41. Construction Vehicles/Heavy Equipment – Type of construction vehicles/heavy equipment to be used on 

site, procedures 

42. Dust Mitigation Plan – Completed project specific Dust Mitigation Plan, and dust mitigation procedures. 

43. Working Over and Near Water. Diving Operations – safety procedures including personal protective 

equipment, fall protection, rescue services, etc.  

The most critical component of the Site Safety Plan is the Job Hazard Analysis (JHA) section. The JHA form is a 

written document prepared by the Contractor. The Contractor will conduct a site and task assessment to identify the 

tasks and any potential safety or environmental hazards related to performance of the work, eliminate or implement 

controls for the potential hazards, and identify proper personal protective equipment for the task. The JHA will be 

communicated to all Contractor/subcontractor personnel on site. The JHA will include safety hazard identification 

and controls to protect employees, general public, and property.  

The initial JHA will be included in the Contractor’s Site Safety Plan and the current JHA form will be available at the 

construction site for reference. A JHA is a living document that will be re-evaluated and revised to address new hazards 

and tasks that may develop and will be present at the worksite and produced upon request. 
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VII. KICK-OFF MEETINGS/PRE-CONSTRUCTION AND SAFETY REVIEW 

Prior to the start of construction activities on all DDC projects, RE will invite the Construction Safety Unit to the 

construction kick-off meeting. The Construction Safety Unit representative(s) will participate in this meeting with the 

Contractor and RE for the purpose of: 

A. Reviewing DDC Contract Safety Requirements 

B. Reviewing site-specific safety issues based on a project work scope, location, and any other factors 

which may impact safety of workers and general public. 

C. Reviewing the Site Safety Plan and JHA requirements. 

D. Reviewing Accident/Incident reporting and investigation procedures. 

E. Reviewing designated safety contacts, roles, and responsibilities.  

F. Discussing planned inspections and audits of the site by Construction Safety Unit personnel. 

 

VIII. EVALUATION DURING WORK IN PROGRESS 

The Contractor’s adherence to these Safety Requirements will be monitored throughout the project.  This will be 

accomplished by the following:   

A. Use of a safety checklist by a representative of the Construction Safety Unit (or other designated DDC 

representative) and the RE during regular inspections and comprehensive audits of the job site. Field Exit 

Conferences will be held with the RE and Contractor Project Safety Representatives. 

B. The RE will continually monitor the safety and environmental performance of the Contractor’s employees 

and work methods. Deficiencies will be brought to the attention of the Contractor’s Project Safety 

Representative on site for immediate correction. The RE will maintain a written record of these deficiencies 

and have these records available upon request. Any critical deficiencies will be immediately reported to the 

Construction Safety Unit via telephone (718)391-1911.  

C. If the Contractor’s safety performance during the project is not up to DDC standards (safety performance 

measure, accident/incident rate, etc.) the Director – Construction Safety, or his/her designee will meet with 

the Contractor’s Project Safety Representative and other representatives, the RE, and the DDC 

Environmental Specialist (if environmental issues are involved). The purpose of this meeting is to 1) 

determine the level of non-compliance; 2) explain and clarify the safety/environmental provisions; 3) agree 

on a future course of action to correct the deficiencies. 

D. If the deficiencies continue, the Commissioner may, without limitation, declare the Contractor in default. 

E. The Contractor will within 1 hour inform the RE of all accidents/incidents/near misses including all fatalities, 

any injuries to employees or members of the general public, and property damage (e.g., structural damage, 

equipment rollovers, utility damage, loads dropped from crane). The RE will notify the Construction Safety 

Unit as per DDC’s Construction Safety Emergency and Accident Notification and Response Procedure and 

will maintain a record of all Contractor accidents/incidents for the project. 

F. The Contractor and the RE will notify the Construction Safety Unit within two (2) hours of the start of any 

NYS-DOL/ NYC-COSH/ OSHA/ EPA inspections.  

 

IX. SAFETY PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

The Contractor’s safety record, including accident/incident history and DDC safety inspection results, will be 

considered as part of the Contractor’s performance evaluation at the conclusion of the project.  Poor safety 

performance during the course of the project will be a reason to rate a Contractor unsatisfactory which may be 

reflected in the City’s PASSPort system and will be considered for future procurement actions as set forth in the 

City’s Procurement Policy Board Rules.  


